
Name of college- Ideal Institute of Technology 

Name of contact person- Mr, Narendra Verma 

Mobile no. 8949285524 

No. of events-1 

Title of Event: Orientation Programme and National youth day 

Date of Event: 12th January 2023 

Time of Event: 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM 

Venue-: Seminar Hall, 2nd Floor, Ideal Institute of Technolgy, Wada, Palghar  

Participate: 1st year B.E & BE II nd year  

Detailed information 

         Ideal Institute of Technology, wada, organized an orientation programme for the newly 

admitted : 1st year B.E & BE II nd  year students with their parents, dignitaries, Chairmen of 

Ideal Institute of Technology Mr. Abhishek Jain, & Chief guest of event Mr.Sharad Patil, 

Chief Editor of Mashal News Network & Mr.Somendra Sharma Registrar of IIT at the Institute 

premises on 12th Jan 2023. 

        Our Principal  sir gave extremely motivational & inspirational Speech & He give  youth 

motivational speech. 

The main objective of the programme was to make the parents and students aware of the 

academic aspect of the course, the rules and regulation of the institute and ensuring parental 

participation in monitoring the performance and progress of student.  

          HOD & faculty member also welcomed the students and gave them introduction regarding 

syllabus and  Mr Pradeep  explain the exam Pattern.  

Event Objective: 

 To bridge the gap between students & faculties. 

 To aware the students about the college culture and inform the students about the code of 

conduct. 

 To prepare the students about their career goal & how to work on it. 

 To involve and learn about the career development process and develop their skills. 



 To create awareness among about the various co-curricular and extra activities helps the 

student for their overall development. 

 To create awareness among students about the professional etiquettes. 

 To promote the students for enhancing their skills & learning about the various 

innovative ways to enhance their career. 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

A Report  On National Youth day Celebration at Ideal Institute of Technology  

160th Birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda, which is marked as National Youth Day was 

celebrated in Ideal Institute of Technology College on 12th January 2023. The celebrations 

commenced with the garlanding of Swami ji’s portrait by a group of dignitaries and students. 

Participating as chief guest, Mr.Sharad Patil who is the Chief Editor of Mashal News 

Network, said the illustrious life and deed of Swami Vivekananda were an inspiration for all. He 

also said that the development of the country depends on the youth and asked the youngsters to 

emulate Swami Vivekananda. 

Mr. Sharad Patil, addressed the students and threw light on the life of swami Vivekananda. 

Giving reference of world famous Chicago conference, he said that Vivekananda was the only 

saint who is perceived as Vishwaguru. Vivekananda addressed the Chicago conference with such 

humble worlds. My sisters and brothers of America “that it touched the soul of all present there 

in Chicago.  

Our college of Principal sir, addressed the young minds on the life and teaching of the great 

leader.  He said National Youth Day is a special day designed to commemorate the Indian 

thinker, philosopher, and social leader. Also the Rangoli competition was organized in which 

students participated to convey the message of National Youth Day through rangoli. 



Our college of Registrar Mr. Somendra Sharma, took the games of students on national Youth 

Day which inspired and energized the students. 

HOD andFaculty members and some students also spoke on the occasion.  

In the end Exam In-charge Mrs.Mayuri Bhoir Presented vote of thanks. 

 

No. of events-4 

Name of events-women’s day  

Date: 08th March 2023 

Venue- Seminal hall, Ideal Institute of Technology, Wada, Palghar 

 

Detailed information 

Women’s day was celebrated with great pomp and ceremony in the institute the seminar hall 

were decorated with floral rangoli and every woman staff was felicitated with a rose bud and a 

Cadbury chocolate slab….during assembly the children presented the women teacher with very 

emotional song “meri maa”  

the ladies were then led in prayer by the male teacher who later presented a power-point 

highlighting the need to respect women’s and look into their every need and fulfill them on a 

priority basis.  

Gender equality was highlighted under the theme “be bold for changer”the celebration came to 

an end with sumptuous staff lunch and a very appreciative women staff   with the support of the 

Principal of Ideal Institute of Technology, It was scheduled on the Wednesday , 8rd March 

2023.The ceremony was started with Lamp lightening and sarswati pujan afterword’s  

felicitation of   womens staff is done by H.O.D Mr. Rambhuvan pal 

 

 

 



Meri matti mera desh 

"Meri Maati Mera Desh", with the tagline `Mitti ko naman, veeron ka vandan`, is a 

nationwide and people led “Jan bhagidari” initiative to commemorate 75 years of 

India's independence . Ideal institute of Technology, wada. , organised a meri 

maati mera desh  event on 9th August 2023.  

 

 

The students from B. Tech   actively participated in this event.The H.O.D sir Mr  

explain to the students the importance of `Mitti ko naman, veeron ka vanda. 

Dr.Vikas Narayan  talked about desh its aims and objective by Mr.sunil sawale sir 

it is the finale of Azaadi ka Amrit Mahotsav program. 

 

'Meri Maati Mera Desh' celebrates the many achievements of the nation. It 

involves paying tribute to the 'Veers' who protect our nation. The ceremonies was 

ended with the vote of thanks by Mrs Nikita Bhoir. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tree plantation 
 

                  Date: 10th August 2023 

Venue- Seminal hall, Ideal Institute of Technology and herbal garden ideal institute of 

Pharmacy, Wada, Palghar 

Ideal institute of Technology, wada. , organised a tree planting event on 10th 

August 2023. The students from third and final year B. Tech   actively participated 

in this event. Mr phulchand khatake R.F.O ,wada  was invited to be a 

part of this event. The students, along with the teachers, agreed to plant trees in the 

campus of the college. Various types of tree saplings, like peepal, cinnamon, neem,  

and eucalyptus, were planted in the college premises. The H.O.D sir were asked to 

explain to the students the importance of different trees that were planted. Mr 

khatake sir, along with the Principal, also planted a cinnamon tree. He also talked 

about how planting trees helps to regulate the temperature and absorb all the 

carbon dioxide from the air. Dr . Vikas Narayan talked about how planting trees 



helps to make the surroundings greener and how trees serve as homes to many 

birds and animals. He also suggested that every student should at least plant one 

tree per year as it will help the world to fight against global warming. The day’s 

event was brought to an end with the 

Principal’s vote of thanks. All the students were given a sapling each to plant 

home.  

 

 

 

 

 

      LIBRARY DAY 
                                            Date: 12th August 2023 

Venue- Seminal hall, Ideal Institute of Technology, Wada, Palghar 

 

In memory of Padmashree Dr. S.R. Ranganathan, National Library Day 

Celebration was organized on 12 th August 2021 at Ideal institute of Technology 

wada . As the chief guest of the day, Mr rai sir principal of law college from ideal 

group of college inaugurated the program.. 



 

Mr rai sir  explained the importance of library at every educational institution. Sir 

explained as how it would serve as a ‘Lantern of knowledge’ or as ‘heart’ of the 

educational institution. person’s He explained that library is the source of light 

which will erase the darkness that consumes every life. To call any institution as 

‘educational’, having a library is mandatory. 

Sir also explained about the evolution of the 

library from the time of books and 

documents to reliability on e-sources 

Mr amar sir , Resource PersonThe librarian 

of the institution , explained that library is 

the source of light which will erase the 

darkness that consumes every life. To 



callany institution as 

‘educational’, having a 

library is mandatory  

 

 

 

Mr Rambhavan pal ,HOD of Technology department was present along with the 

other dignitaries.The progrfamme ended with the vcote of thanks by Ms Nikita 

Bhoir.  

 

 

 

. 

 

INDEPENDENCE DAY 

                                       Date: 15th August 2023 

             Venue- Seminal hall, Ideal Institute of Technology, Wada, Palghar 
 

The 75 th Independence Day was celebrated at Ideal institute of Technology with 

great fervor. The event included speeches from distinguished guests such as the Mr 

abhishek jain sir, chairman of ideal foundation  and Anil patare sir head master of 



vikramgad college . The event began with the university's dean, abhishek jain sir 

and Anil patare sir  hoisting the national flag. A march past followed, with students 

saluting the national flag. The highlight of the day was a dramatic performance by 

the senior students depicting the struggles and sacrifices of various freedom 

fighters and the independence day programmes performences on the patriotic 

songs has been done. 

Students of final year played a scit on the patriotic theme and gave the tribute to 

our national heros and soldiers who martyred . 

 



The program also featured cultural performances and a march past by the N.C.C. 

students. 

A march past followed, with students saluting the national flag. The highlight of 

the day was a dramatic performance by the senior students depicting the struggles 

and sacrifices of various freedom fighters. 

 The university choir sang the iconic song "Aye Mere Vatan Ke Logo," evoking 

strong patriotic sentiments among the audience. The event ended with the 

distribution of awards to outstanding students and a motivational speech by the anil 

patare sir. The event concluded with the singing of the National Anthem. 

 

 

 

 

 



Techers Day 

Date: 5th september 2023 

                Venue- Seminal hall, Ideal Institute of technology, Wada, Palghar 
 

Teacher’s day was celebrated on 5th September in  Ideal institute of 

Technology wada , we organised Teachers’ Day on the birthday of Dr. Sarvepalli 

Radhakrishnan, former president of India.  

All students decorated their classrooms and gave their teachers a bouquet of 

roses. After the morning assembly, the Teachers’ Day program was scheduled to  

start. Along with the teachers, the Principal, Vice Principal and the Chairperson of 

the school’s management committee were also present at the function. The 

function started with the students of  third  year B. Tech With singing  

sarasvativandana. Soon after that, a student of year final B. Tech gave a speech on 

why we celebrate Teachers’ Day and how Dr. Sarvepalli  Radhakrishnan 

contributed to society. Soon after the speech, Dr.Viaks Narayan mam, the Principal 

of ideal institute of Technology, gave a speech thanking and appreciating all the 

teachers for their hard work and dedication, and for their role in helping the 

institute to achieve new heights. At the end of the speech by the principal, the 

students of second year B. tech performed a comedy-drama that everyone enjoyed 

The program ended with the Head Boy and Head Girl thanking the teachers for 

their efforts in shaping the life of students and inspiring them.great pomp and 

ceremony in the institute the seminor hall were decorated with floral rangoli and 

every woman staff was felicitated with a rose bud and a Cadbury chocolate 

slab….during assembly the children presented  teacher with very emotional song.  



Then the students later presented a power-point highlighting the teachers hard 

work and dedication and look into their every need and fulfill them on a priority 

basis.  

The celebration came to an end with sumptuous staff lunch and a very 

appreciative staff   with the support of the Principal of Ideal Institute of 

Technology, Dr. Vikas Narayan. 

 

 

 

 

PERSONALITY DEVLOPMENT 

 

Date: 11th September 2023 

 

    Venue- Seminal hall, Ideal Institute of technology, Wada, Palghar 

An amazing one  day personality development program  on 11th September 2023 has been 

organized by Ideal institute of technology,wada the program was inaugurated by the chairman of 

ideal foundation Mr Abhishek jain sir and our guest Mr Anil patare sir ,head master of 

vikramgad college. All the invited members briefed about the program and in particular , as a 

Dean motivated the students and inspired them by telling about the importance of Personality 

development.  

The main contents of the training program were displayed on Presentation Prepared Mr rai 

principal of ideal institute of law. The one day sessions were focused on below mentioned topics. 

1) Goal Setting 2) Time Management 3) Correcting the way 4) Listening Skills 5) Team Work 

At the end of the session all the students gave feedback about two day session. Few students 

shared their experience of the sessions. And also Mr lokesh vyas sir & Mr. sunil sawale 

motivated all students by their experiences and some motivational thoughts 

 Vote of thanks offered by Ms Nikita Bhoir 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Fire fighting 
Date: 12th September 2023 

Venue- Seminal hall, Ideal Institute of technology, Wada, Palghar 

Fire fighting seminar was organized in Ideal institute of technology , wada . The seminar 

inaugurated by the Rajesh Tiwari sir ,city fire services, Boisar. After the felicitation of  Mr 

Rajesh Tiwari sir by principal of ideal institute of technology, wada the program has been started 

with the introduction of honorable guest by Ashwini waghachaure .   

 

 

Mr Rajesh tiwari sir started the seminar on Fire Fighting Training  and gave the detailed 

discussion that fire training is designed to equip students  with the knowledge and necessary 

skills to extinguish a fire, using a variety of techniques covered in the course. Upon completion 

of this course participants were able able to extinguish fires with the use of a fire extinguisher, 

evacuate an installation on fire apply the theory of the fire triangle in preventing fires at 

worksites. 

Objectives of this training. 

The purpose of this firefighting training is to give participants skills, knowledge and expertise 

that will enable them to identify the conditions capable of causing fire, know how to use a fire 

extinguisher, respond appropriately to fire emergencies and follow the fire evacuation plan, 

adequately implement fire emergency procedures.: 

Upon completion of this course participants will be able to: 

 Successfully extinguish fires with the use of a fire extinguisher. 

 Successfully evacuate an installation on fire. 

 Apply the theory of the fire triangle in preventing fires at worksites 

 Carry out a simple fire risk assessment on the premises. 

 Understand and use the principles of fire suppression 

 Explain the meaning of flash point and auto ignition. 

 Understand the behavior of fire during its propagation 

 

Vote of thanks given by Ms Nikita Bhoir

 

 

.    


